HELICOPTER CLUB OF GREAT BRITAIN

!

63 Reeve Drive
Kenilworth
CV8 2GA.

17th March 2017

Konrad Geißler
FAI Alternate Delegate
Deutscher Aero Club e.V.
Hermann-Blenk Str. 28
38108 Braunschweig
Germany.

Dear Konrad,

Re: Additional WAG Payments to CIG members.

I write in preparation for the CIG plenary meeting, I have had discussions with
members of my NAC ,who are also members of other ASC’s. They have asked me to
explain the process CIG adopted in awarding additional WAG payments to
Commission members.
I explained that you had advised the Commission at the plenary meeting in March
2016 that it was at the express wish of the LOC Dubai to make these payments to
the individuals concerned. Based on that statement alone made by you, the
Commission agreed to the payments for amounts you decided upon.
Referring to the Bureau minutes, there was no discussion minuted on this subject
and as such I cannot provide any evidence to support your statement and now find
myself in a position of defending your good name without any supporting
documentation.
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Could I ask for you to simply provide a copy of the document which clearly states, as
you informed the Plenary meeting in March 2016, the additional WAG payments
made to some Commission members be made at the express wish of the LOC of
WAG 2015.
Konrad, as you are aware it became apparent during last years plenary that the past
President Mr David Hamilton (NZ) expressed a serious lack of knowledge of the rules
and my concern is that a request could be made for the funds to be returned if the
payments have been made without following the correct procedures and reflect badly
on the Bureau members at that time.

Regards

Your sincerely,
David Monks

Chairman
FAI CIG Delegate
Council Member Royal Aero Club of the United Kingdom

Direct contact information:

+441926 857265 (office)
+447966 259454 (mobile)
david@djme.co.uk

